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Kit Lobell, who set a world-record of 1:57.4 for aged mares in the Legislator Trot at Scarborough Downs, is joined by patrons and management in the winners circle.

Kit Lobell Sets World Record In Legislator Trot At Scarborough
Kit Lobell (Speedy Crown—Keystone
Pioneer), driven by Bemdt Lindstedt,
avenged her defeat in the 1989 Legislator
Trot and in the process shattered the world
record for aged trotting mares over a halfmile track, drawing clear from a strong
field of trotters to win in 1:57.4, the sec
ond fastest trotting race ever at the Downs.
The field assembled by Downs Racing
Secretary Rick Kane included some of the
eastern seaboard; its combined earnings
totaled in excess of $2.9 million dollars.
Among the big names attracted to the
$40,000 purse were Kit Lobell. runnerup
in the 1989 Legislator and the winner of
the 1989 International T«ot at Yonkers,
and Scenic Regal, the perennial trotting
queen at Yonkers and the 1988 and 1989
Aged Trotting Mare of the year, in North
America. At the same time, however, the
field maintained a strong local flavor,
more so than any major Downs Invita
tional in some time. Connecticut-owned
' *'ss Diva’s Crown shipped up from the
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Meadowlands from the race, and Ver
mont-owned Super Speedy returned from
Vernon and Saratoga to defend his Legis
lator crown. Meanwhile, two ex-Downs
trotters, War Nickel, owned by the Bot
tom Dollar Stable and now an Open trotter
at Yonkers, and Indianapolis, owned by
the Range Pond Stable and now at the
Meadowlands, entered; the field thuscom
bined the best of both worlds.
The overflow Downs crowd sent Kit
Lobell off as the 4-to-5 betting choice,
with War Nickel the second tab, and
Lindtstedt sent his mare out to the early
lead with no resistance from the only
horse to the inside of her, Free Token.
Walter Case, Jr. also left alertly with
Indianapolis from the six hole, but his
plans for a good trip were foiled by longshot Miss Diva’s Crown, who left tenta
tively, but still had enough early trot to
carry Case three-wide around the first
turn. Past the quarter in 28.4, it appeared
as if Case might be able to move Indian

apolis to the rail in second place, but
Bruce Ranger urged Free Token on, deny
ing Indianapolis a spot at the rail and
essentially eliminating any chance the
Maine-owned might have had at a vic
tory.
Half-mile was accomplished in 58.3,
with Kit Lobell still trotting comfortably
on the lead, Indianapolis now sitting sec
ond after a grueling half-mile, and Miss
Diva’s Crown now caught first-over. In
the back of the back, expected contender
Scenic Regal and Harold Story, who had
drawn the eight hole for the second con
secutive year, never was able to get into
this race, and instead the challenger’ s
mantle fell to War Nickel and Ray Trem
blay, who launched a powerful three-wide
move as the field entered into the backstretch for the final time. War Nickel had
made second past three-quarters in 1:29
flat, but it was clear that Lindstedt had
something inreserve, and he used it around
the final turn, sprinting Kit Lobell clear by

three lengths at the top of the stretch. She
was unhurried in the lane, winning by a
comfortable two-and-a-half lengths, with
War Nickel falling to a late charge by
Kerry’ s Crown and John Patterson, Jr. in
the battle for second place. The balance of
the field included Super Speedy, Scenic
Regal. Indianapolis, Miss Diva’ s Crown,
and Free Token. In addition to setting the
world record for aged trotting mares, Kit
Lobell also registered the fastest-ever mile
bya distaffer, trotter or pacer, in Maine.
The Legislator was not the only action
on July 15 at the Downs; Roger MeadoWs’ perfectly-honed tracknetted a Downs
record six sub-200 miles on the card.
Among these were Kelly Que’ s pacing
distaffer record of 1:58 flat for Kelly
Case; Tahoe Lobell’s third sub-1:58 vic
tory of the meet (a track record), and
Pebble Wood A’ s dominating 1:58.3 win
for John Beckwith. The day’ s handle to
taled in excess of $265,000.

Im p o rta n t D a te s & U p c o m in g E v e n ts

By K.C. JOHNSON

International Trot Sale - Meadow lands paddock.
Aug. 16 ■ Maine Breeders Stakes - 3 yr. old pacing fillies - Scarboough Downs.
65th Hambletonian at The Meadowlands $1,000,000.
Aug. 17 • Maine Breeders Stakes - 3 yr. old pacing colts - Scarborough Downs.
The Heat Is On” Pacing Series - first leg - Scarborough Downs.
Aug. 18 ’’The Heat Is On’’ Pacing Series - third leg - Scarborough Downs.
International Trot $650,000 at Yonkers Raceway.
Aug. 21 Maine Breeders Stakes - 2 yr. old trot and colt pace - Scarborough Downs.
Maine
Breeders Stakes - 2 yr. old trot and colt pace - Topsham Fair.Aug. 22 Maine Breeders Stakes - 2 yr. old filly pace - Scarborough Downs.
Maine
Breeders Stakes - 2 yr. old filly pacers - Topsham Fair.
Aug.23 Industry Study Committee meets at Cumberland - (Public Hearing).
Maine
Breeders Stakes - 3 yr. old trotters and filly pacers - Presque Isle. Aug.Maine
23 Breeders Stakes - 3 yr. old trot & filly pace - Union Fair.
Maine
Breeders Stakes - 3 y r. old colt pace - Presque Isle.
Aug.24 Maine Breeders Stakes - 3 yr. old colt pace - Union Fair.
"The Heat Is On” Pacing Series - second leg - Scarborough Downs.
Aug. 25 "The Heat Is On" pacing series - fourth leg - Scarborough Downs.
Industry Study Committee meets at Skowhegan - (Public Hearing).
Aug. 28 Maine Breeders Stakes - 2 yr. old trot & colt pace - Windsor Fair.
Maine Breeders Stakes - 2 yr. trot & 2 yr. colt pace - Scarborough Downs. Aug. 29 Maine Breeders Stakes - 3 yr. old trot & 2 yr. old filly pace - Windsor Fiar.
Nominations close for Athur McGee Memorial Pace and Tri-Fair Classic. Aug. 30 Maine Breeders Stakes - 3 yr. old filly pace - Windsor Fair.
Maine Breeders Stakes - 2 yr. old filly pace and 3 yr. old trot Scarborough. Aug. 31 Maine Breeders Stakes - 3 yr. old colt pace - Windsor Fair.
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pPINETI^E MIXED SALE

September 10th
Cumberland'Raceway:::
Auctioneer - William Mosher
10:30 A.M.
^Equipment Sells Uelbrehnd:AJttel.lS
T o C o n s ig n E n trie s C a ll;
C la y to n Sm ith
.••••• T el* 2 0 7 -8 & -5 6 4 9

Thanks!

From the Editor:

This has been a busy week. Returned from the Meadowlands on Sunday and immediately
compiled the ingredients for this issue.
Attended Harness Expo, The International Trot Sale and the premier event of the year the "fantabulous" Hambletonian.
It was a memorable trip - thanks to Ellen Harvey, the Meadowlands personable, efficient
publicity specialist She starts where others leave off, in her quest to please the public and the
press.
The Meadowlands is the only track that can do justice in hosting this spectacular event.
Jean Emerson

Serving the Standardbred Sport in New England

NORTHEAST HARNESS NEWS

Letters To Editor
Jean,
Please print this letter that I sent to Bert Fernald, as I want others to know what a help
he has been.
Anne

Dear Bert,
I want to thank you for your invaluable counsel in the raising and training of my colt,
Shekar J.M. He was an orphan foal and you advised me at that time to hand raise him instead
of taking a chance and putting him with a mare. You also gave me a lot of encouragement.
Then when he was a yearling you concurred with boarding him with Nancy Levi and training
him with Gordon Corey. I feel this was one of the best things I've ever done.
The colt is presently doing very well. He's beautiful, has perfect manners, and just won
his qualifying race at Scarboro Downs. He's now ready to be competitive in the Maine!
Breeders Stakes, and I feel that I owe you a great big Thank You!
It is comforting to know that in the State of Maine there is someone with your knowledge,
compassion and hands-on expertise, and also that you are willing to share it.
Thank you again.
Sincerely,
Anne C. Ledbury

Obituary
SMITHFIELD — Merle Clarence Mosher, 69, dairy farmer and prominent cattle dealer
for 50 years, died Wednesday at his home on Belgrade Road.
He was bom in Smithfield, a son of Ralph E. and Edith Emerson Mosher. He was a lifelong
resident, attending Smithfield grade schools and Williams High School in Oakland.
During his career he also worked in the lumber industry and for 12 years owned and
operated Somerset Auction Bam, which he sold in 1988. He retired in 1989.
Mr. Mosher was associated with harness racing in Maine since 1962, maintaining a stable
of horses on his farm. He was a member of the U.S. Trotting Association and the Maine
Harness Horsemen Association.
He is survived by his wife of 51 years, Betty M. Mosher; two sons, William E. and Dale
A.; two daughters, Lois J. Landry and Joan Butler, all of Smithfield; two brothers, Frank of
Oakland and Carleton of Smithfield; three sisters, Evelyn Carpenter of Smithfield, Ethyl
Baker of Belgrade Lakes and Doris Noddin of Noiridgewock.
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Don’t Miss A Single Issue!
Robyn Cuffey with HAROLD'S EXPRESS.

NORTHEAST HARNESS NEWS
Subscribe Today... $10.00 per year
For those interested in the Standardbred sport who enjoy updated
information, this is your opportunity to tune in on all harness happenings
in the Northeastern sector. Ten informative issues per year!
Keep abreast of the racing community news for a reasonable fee.
Renewals and initial subscriptions will be welcomed immediately.
Make Checks Payable To: Northeast Harness News
New______Renew---------Print Mailing Address CHECK NUMBER:
CHECK DATE:
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ADDRESS:
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Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, 456 Boom Rd., Saco, Maine 04072

Carriage Days
By ROBYN CUFFEY
Two standardbreds represented the
breed in Cumberland at Maine Carriage
Days, July 28. Arsley Newton competed
with Sporty Ore andRobyn Cuffey brought
out Harold’s Express for his first carriage
competition. Experience paid off with
Ansley & Sporty Ore pinning third in
Open Single Horse, second in Maine residents-single or pairs and third in dressage-single horse. Both horses and drivers headed for the obstacle course (a timed
event) which consisted of a series of closely
spaced pairs of cones with balls balanced
on top of each cone, a huge inflated lob-

ster perched on a pung directly in front of
one obstacle and a wooden bridge. All
went well, including passing the lobster,
until the wooden bridge. Both horses put
on the brakes and only after a lot of
coaxing (and a little leading) did they get
over. We'll know what to practice for next
year!
Ansley Newton and Sporty Ore were
presented a nice red sheet from the SPHO
for high point Standardbred for the day.
They did a great job. Both horses
showed people what nice pleasure driving
horses standardbreds can be.

.at
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Congratulates
Two Year Old Maine Stakes Winners
Trotting Filly

Pacing Filly

BARNEY'S SHADOW

p. 2:04.3

G .M .'s K A LIN

2:09.2

(Springfest - Glinka Marvel)

(Barney Blue Chip - Bay State Ginney)

Offering The Following For Private Sale
•YEARLING full brother to two year old winner BARNEY'S SHADOW, his dam is a full sister to Stakes
winner BAY STATE KATE $100,000+.
•SPEEDY CROWN broodmare, MAUDENE N 2,2:09.4h, dam of: Twilight N. 2,2:07.4f. winner of 8
of 9 starts, including the Mass Sire Stakes Finall at Foxboro. Only two old enough to race,. In foal to two
year old producer, SPRINGFEST. Due April 1991.
•SONGCAN broodmare, MELSONG RAINBOW 2:05f. As a three year old was New York Sire Stakes
placed. ($47,422.) From a family of early speed. In foal to two year old producer, SPRINGFEST. Due April
1991.

M

•WEANLING filly out of MELSONG RAINBOW 2:05f. by DREAM OF GLORY 3,1:57.2 $473,316.
Leading Canadian sire of two and three year old trotters. Sire of Maine-owned INDIANAPOLIS 1:55.4
$227,344.
•WEANLING filly by NERO p. 1:55.1 $528,208. World champion and sire of 396 in 2:00, out of
MADONNA BLUE CHIP p. 2,2:01.4, dam of 4 sub 2:00 performers.

TH E DUPUIS FARM
L y n n M a rie Sm ith - F a rm m a n a g e r
116 B u x to n R d ., S a co , M a in e 04072 Tel. 2 0 7 -2 8 4 -4 7 2 6

Only two miles North of Exit 5, Maine Tltrnpike.
Visitors Welcome!

__________

- -------- -- -
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Maine Breeders Stakes News

New Time For Harness Racing *90
In a change that can exponentially
increase viewership, Harness Racing ’90,
the sport's national television show, will
move to a new time slot and a weekly
Format on ESPN starting in July.
Television’s biggest sports channel,
which blankets the nation, will begin
carrying harness Racing '90 on a regular
weekly basis every Tuesday evening at
5:30 eastern time beginning either July 3
or 10.
The change from the present Wednes
day bi-weekly 3:30 presentation not only
provides a vastly improved air time but
also weekly continuity. Directors of Har
ness Racing Communications, which
underwrites the show, voted overwhelm
ingly for the change this week. Under the
new schedule Harness Racing '90 will
cover the heart of the harness racing sea
son, extending for another 15 weeks into
mid- or late October.
By covering the major stakes season,
the show can bring highlights of most of
the sport's classic races to ESPN's nation

By JEAN CHILDS

Gerry Smith and Kevin Switzer made
off with all the pacing colt money in the
opening week of the MAINE STAN
DARDBRED BREEDERS STAKES at
Bangor Raceway. There were three divi
sions of the three year old pacing colts and
geldings and Switzer drove all three win
ners and Smith owned part of all three.
STRAW MAN, owned by Smith,
Switzer, Aldrew Elcik and John Bragdon,
figured as the top contender off his per
formance in 1989. He did not disappoint,
winning in 2:03. TRUSTY GRAFFAM,
owned by Switzer, Smith and Gordon
Gray, performed well in 2:03.4. The sur
prise was the late-bloomer CAMDEN
HILLS KASH, owned by Smith, Gray
and Barry Howell. He won in 2:01.3. All
three are by Smith’s stallion, Trusty
Dream, the dominant stallion over the

past several years. Trusty Graffam and
Camden Hills Kash are both trained by
R o O’Keefe.
The three year old filly pacers were
divided among three groups. BUTTER
FLYS R FREE,owned by Ralph H. Wal
lace of Monmouth; TINKLE BELLE,
owned by Donald K. FrasierJr. of Waterboro, and WINSONG SAPPHIRE, held
by the Kennebec Winsong Stable, took
the trips to the winner’ s circle.
Three year old trotters showed great
consistency in their two divisions. Both
were won in 2:11 and both went to photo
finishes: two vied for the win in one
photo, four were abreast in the other.
MISS MANDI HAYES and LONG HILL
FRANK took their first winning marks
for owners Kermit Allen and Paul &
Bonnie Battis, respectively.

wide audience, and can return for a 26week May to October run in the same 5:30
time slot in 1991.
Sean McManus of International man
agement group, which produces the show
thru its Trans World International broad
casting division, said the change, arranged
after months of negotiation with ESPN,
"presents a great opportunity to further
publicize the sport of harness racing."
Bob Rosburg, the show's producer, said
the new format will be extremely helpful
in providing continuity of coverage of the
classic events for 3-year-olds of both gaits,
as well as major juvenile races and fea
tures for the sport's older horses.
Harold Duris of Pompano Park, presi
dent of Harness Racing Communications,
said he was elated at the change, "which
gives the sport a regular showcase at a
convenient permanent time every week.
Viewers won't have to keep track of when
it's on - they can get it every week at the
same time - and in an immensely im
proved time slot."

Owners Please Note!
R e o p e n in g p u b lic stable fo r P o m p a n o W in te r m eet. T a k in g
r a ce h o r s e s a n d y ea rlin g s. P lease ca ll: B r u c e R a n g e r

Home: 201-779-4938 Barn: 201-935-9708
Pompano: 305-968-3170 (After August 24th)

E q u in e T h e r m a l Im a g in g
SPITFIRE DIRECT - Ron Patoine
MY BELL FORWOOD, owned by Dr.
Alroy Chow of Presque Isle, continues to
show his potency in the harness racing
scene through his two and three year old
Maine Standardbred Breeders Stakes
contenders.
My Bill Troy is reportedly the first two
year old colt to ever win his first race on a
1/2 mile track in the sizzling time of
1:59.1 (Scarborough Downs).
My Bill Roger, another two year old
coll, established his credentials at Scar
borough (7/24) winning in 2:01.1. These
are extremely fast times for two year olds.
Most aged race horses are unable to go
that fast When they met at Bangor, the
upset occurred. My Bill Roger had an
easy trip when Troy, whose concentration

evidently can be broken easily,broke stride
at the start and came in 4th.
These two follow on the heels of the
three year old colts My Bill Ollie, My Bill
All. and filly Chocky Forwood. They all
follow in the tradition of Winsong Krystle,
the most outstanding filly in the state
program ever, and the good Maewood
who had the misfortune to have to race
against Winsong Krystle.
The Maine Standardbred Breeders
Stakes, a series of races for two and three
year old Maine breds is run throughout
the state from Presque Isle to Scarbor
ough Downs. The horses compete for
about $3,000 each week and for a final
purse of $30,000. The series moves to
Skowhegan on July 31st.

Problem spots are obvious with Thermal Imaging.
E qu in e T h erm al Im agin g is a se rv ice p r o v id in g
v e t e r in a r ia n s , tr a in e r s , a n d o w n e r s w ith a fa s t
inexpensive m ethod o f detecting on com in g lamenesses.
It d oes so b y th e rm o g ra p h ica lly sca n n in g the w h ole
horse.
ETI uses an infrared heat detector made by Hughes
Aircraft that is extremely accurate (to .1°C). You literally
SEE THE HEAT o n th e m o n ito r an d ca n a c c u r a te ly
d e te ct o n co m in g ch ip s, sp lin ts, stra in e d su sp en sory,
p u lled m uscles, bow ed tendons, inflam m ed knees and
hocks, unbalanced feet, gravel and m uch more.
Using ETI you can:
j
•
•
•
•

D e te c t o n co m in g la m e n e ss b e fo re you have to stop a n d
rehabilitate
Eliminate diagnostic guesswork
Find Primary & Secondary Problems all at once
Eliminate unnecessary treatments and zero in on the actual
problem

A scanning session generally takes 15 minutes and is
t o t a lly n o n in v a s iv e . O n -s c r e e n a n a ly s is , c o l o r
photoprints and a report are included.
Find out why so many top trainers successfully used
ETI’s service this w inter in Florida.
C all fo r D eta ils and sch e d u lin g . We sca n h o rses
anywhere on the East Coast, PA and NY.

MY BILL TROY - Kevin Switzer

^

802-425-2250
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Horseman's Directory

(To assist those putting horses in the box to race at the various Maine locations
the most up to date numbers at present.)
BANGOR RACEWAY
Bangor Parks & Recreation Dept.
100 Dutton Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
Main Office (207) 942-9000
Racing Office (207) 947-3313
CUMBERLAND FARMERS CLUB
Cumberland County Fairgrounds
Cumberland Ctr., Maine 04021
Racing Office (207) 829-3205
FRYEBURG FAIR
Fryeburg Fairgrounds
Fryeburg, Maine 04037
Main Office (207) 935-3268
Racing Office (207) 935-3617
SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
P.O. Box 468
Route One, Exit 6 - Maine Turnpike
Scarborough, Maine 04074
Main Office (207) 883-4331
Racing Office (207) 883-9521
TOPSHAM FAIR
Topsham Fairgrounds
Topsham, Maine 04086
Racing Office(207) 729-3384

WINDSOR FAIR
Windsor Fairgrounds
Windsor, Maine 04363
Racing Office (207) 549-3157
COUNTY RACEWAY
Northern Maine Fairgrounds
P.O. Box 1803
Presque Isle, Maine 04769
Racing Office (207) 764-6266

FARMINGTON FAIR
Farmington Fairgrounds
Farmington, Maine 04938
Racing Office (207) 778-9594/9595

SKOWHEGAN STATE FAIR
Skowhegan Fairgrounds
Skowhegan, Maine 04976
Racing Office (207) 474-2898

UNION FAIR
Union Fairgrounds
Union, Maine 04862
Racing Office (207) 785-4240

1 9 9 0 M a in e H a r n e s s
R a ce D a te s
SCARBOROUGH DOWNS (211)
March: 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11,15, 16, 17, 18, 22, 23, 24, 25, 29, 30, 31.
April: 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11,12,13, 14,15, 16, IS, IS, 20, 21,22, 25, 2G, 27, 28,
29.
May:' 1, 2, 3,4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,13, 15, 16, 17, 18,19, 20, 22, 23, 24,
25, 26,27, 28, 29, 930,31.
June: 1,2, 3, 5, 6, 7 ,8 , 9 ,1 0 ,1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 ,1 5 ,1 6 ,1 7 ,1 9 , 20, 21, 22, 23, 24,
26, 27, 28, 29, 30.
July: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13,14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24,
25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 31.
August: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,12,14,15, 16,17,18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31.
September: 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13,14,15,16,19, 20, 21, 22, 23.
October: 8, 10, 11,12,13,14,17, 18,19, 20, 21, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 31.
November: 1, 2, 3 ,4 , 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,12,14,15, 16, 17 ,1 8 , 21, 23, 24, 25,
28 29 30
December: i, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8,9, 12, 13,14, 15,16.

Mr. Quickby Leads Field For
Trotting Championship
By K.C. JOHNSON
Mr. Quickby (Quickster—Florlis)has
J.P. Farrell’ s trotters have enioyed
emerged as the horse to beat for the $7500 surprising success this year, and Farrell
Maine State Championship for Trotters, appears as if he will be in the enviable
scheduled for Friday evening, September position of choosing which horse he wants
21. Purchased from Saratoga this spring to drive in the Championship. Highly
by Bill Roberts out of the Sumner Stable, Treasured (Armbro Victory— Noble SalMr. Quickby easily won two Open trots in ina) has twice this year lowered his lifeMarch, but then was laid off for three time mark at age ten. A 2:03.3 win on July
months. With Sumner at Bangor, driving 6 was quickly followed up by a 2:01.3
chores for the comeback attempt fell first second-place finishing his next start:
to Dave Ingraham and then to Walter Highly Treasured’ smostrecent win came
Case, Jr. Case in particular enioyed spec- in 2:03.1: his earnings for the year total
tacular success with the trotter, scoring $4333, good for third place in the standback-to-back triumphs in 2:00.4 and ings. Ranked slightly below Highly Treas2:01.4: the 2:00.4 win was the fastest non- ured is Farrell’s other trotter, Hy Tymes
Legislator trotting mile at the Downs since Lobelia, who ended July and began AuFederal Money’ s 2:00.1 score in 1988. If gust with back-to-back come-from-behe is right, Mr. Quickby will be tough to hind victories. She has enioyed less sucbeat: he has taken six of seven in Downs cess, however, against Group One comOpen events this year.
petition. Seasonal Open earnings for her
The only horse to have beaten Mr. are $3215, good enough for fifth in the
Quickby in Maine stands on the fringes of standings. Hy Tymes Lobelia is trained
the standings, with $1811 earned in Downs by Farrell himself: highly Treasured races
events (ninth place) through August 4. out of the Ann Wozniak Stable.
Trained and driven by Steven Case, Satan’s
The wild card in the Championship is
Legend has been race-timed three times John Beckwith’s Lively Duke, who was
under 2:03, and sports a seasonal mark of injured in a fall in early July. Before that
2:02.4. Known for his late speed, Satan’s time, Lively Duke’s patented stretch move
Legend should contend if the top pick fal- had become something to be feared in the
ters, especially with a good post.
Open events, and he compiled earnings of
The setup of the series awards horses $3534, placing him fourth in the standwho have been active since early in the ings still even though he has been off for
meet, and Betty’s Bein Bad fits thebill. a month. Whether he will be on top form,
Trained by Indianapolis trainerTimFenno or even ready to race, in September re
fer the Range Pond Stable, Betty’ s Bein mains an open question.
Bad was the top trotter in Maine for most
Other trotters who will be battling for
of the spring, and thus far in 1990 she has one of the two or three last spots in the
totaled $5651 in Open earnings, which final include Ralph Foster’s Osceola, who
ranks her first in the standings. Other trot- is winless thus far in 1990 but nonetheless
ters who braved the elements in the spring has earned $2501 (seventh place): Bill
and are still in contention for a spot in the Turner’s Crane Hill John, a front speedfinalsinclude Gary Ponziani’s Two Tts, ster with $1729 earned, Tryst Spectator,
who has yet to win a Downs Open event who earlier this year set the track record
(either Group One or Group Two) but for four-year-old trotting geldings (2:02.3)
nonetheless holds down eighth in the but has only started in the Opens twice
standings ($2377 earned), and Alacena through August 4, and Keystone Signor,
Hombre, Hank Fenno’s trotter who was Bangor’ s top trotter who took a win at the
ready at the start of the meet and was Downs for Freeman Parker but would
arguably the most consistent trotter in the need still four more Downs starts and at
state during March and April. Alacena least two more wins to nab a spot in the
Hombre has compiled $2904 in Open finals. Unless things change radically
events, which places him sixth in the between now and September 21, howstandings and in fairly good shape at nab- ever, Mr. Quickby has this Championship
bin- a spot in the finals.
to lose.

BANGOR RACEWAY (50)
lay: 18, 19, 20, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31.
une: 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 27, 28, 29,
30.
July: 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 25, 26, 27.

t

FAIRS
County Raceways (8): June: 15, 22, 29; July: 6, 13, 20, 28; August: 3.
Skowhegan Extended (8): July: 28, 29, 30, 31; August: 1, 2, 3, 4.
Ibpsham Fair (7): August: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,11.
Northern Maine Fair (6): August: 6, 7, 8, 9,10,11.
Skowhegan Fair (7): August: 12,13,1 4 ,1 5 ,1 6 ,1 7 ,1 9 .
Union Fair (7): August: 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25.
Windsor Fair (9): August: 26, 27,28, 29, 30, 31; September: 1 ,2 ,3 .
Farmington Fair (11): September: 8, 9 ,1 4 ,1 5 ,1 6 ,1 7 ,1 8 ,1 9 ,2 0 , 21, 22.
Cumberland Fair (9): September: 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30;
October: 1.
Fryeburg Fair (6): October: 2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7.

MR. QUICKBY driven by Walter Case Jr. for owner Bill Roberts
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Over 400 Head To Be Sold at the
World's Greatest Marketplace!
i

ARTHUR B. McGEE MEMORIAL
PACE
$3,500 ADDED
NOMINATING FEE $60.

(Est. PURSE $-4,500)
NO STARTING FEE

NOMINATIONS CLOSE AND ELIGIBILITY DETERMINED AS OF AUGUST 15, 1990
1.

Pace for horses that in their last five starts have raced for a purse of at least $1,400 and
not more than $2,000.

2.

Race will be contested on Sunday, September 2,1990 at Windsor Fair and will be limited
to eight separate betting interests. If more than eight horses are nominated, the finalists
will be determined as a result of elimination races which will be contested on Sunday,
August 26,1990 at Windsor Fair. Each elimination event will race for a purse of $2,750.

3.

ELIMINATION PLAN. . .
If two elimination races are held, the first four finishers in each race will qualify for the
final event (provided that they are eight separate betting interests). If a stable entry exists
the horse finishing fifth in the fastest elimination race will be the eighth finalist.
If three elimination races are needed, the first two finishers in each race will qualify as
starters. Two of the horses finishing third will qualify. The horse finishing third in the
slowest elimination heat will qualify as the first also eligible. (Separate betting interest
rule will prevail).
If there are four elimination races, the first two finishers in each will qualify. (Separate
betting interest rule will prevail.)

Make Checks payable to Windsor Fair and mail to Clayt Smith, RFD #2, Box 338, Cumberland,
Maine 04021

THE TRI-FAIR CLASSICS

FOR 1990
TO BE CONTESTED AT
F A R M IN G T O N

CUM BERLAND
EVENT #1

Garden State Standardbred
Sales Company
Presents

MEADOWLANDS
MIXED SALE
Saturday, August 25th
and
Sunday, August 26th
12:00 noon
O ffe r in g B r o o d m a re s , W ea n lin gs, Y ea rlin gs a n d R a c e h o rse s
w ith 9 0 % ra cin g at tim e o f con sig n m en t.

FRYEBURG

THE FRYEBURG
PACE FOUR YEAR OLDS
SUNDAY
SUNDAY
TUESDAY

NOMINATING

SEPT. 16
SEPT. 23
OCT. 2

AT FARMINGTON
AT CUMBERLAND
AT FRYEBURG (FINAL)
FINAL $5,500 EST.

FEE $100

$2,500
$2,500
$3,750 ADDED

NO STARTING FEE

EVENT#2
THE CUMBERLAND
PACE NON WINNERS $3,500 IN 1989
(10 Starts Required in 1989)
MONDAY
TUESDAY
TUESDAY

SEPT. 17
SEPT. 25
OCT. 2

AT FARMINGTON
AT CUMBERLAND
AT FRYEBURG (FINAL)
FINAL $3,500 EST.

NOMINATING FEE $50

$1,700
$1,700
$2,500 ADDED

NO STARTING FEE

Be There For The Best Buys!

EVENT #3

Call: 914-796-2420
Fax: 914-796-1652

THE FARMINGTON
PACE NON WINNERS $5,000 LIFETIME
(FOUR YEAR OLDS & UNDER)

TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
WEDNESDAY
NOMINATING

SEPT. 18
SEPT. 26
OCT. 3
FEE

$50

AT FARMINGTON
AT CUMBERLAND
AT FRYEBURG (FINAL)
FINAL $3,500 EST.

$1,500
$1,500
$2,500 ADDED
NO STARTING FEE

ENTRIES CLOSE AND ELIGIBILITY DETERMINED ON AUGUST 15,1990. MAKE CHECKS
PAYABLE TO FRYEBURG FAIR AND MAIL TO CLAYTON SMITH, CLASSICS DIRECTOR
R.F.D.#2 BOX 338, CUMBERLAND, MAINE 04021.
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Harness Horse Youth News

Maine Show News

By CHARLOTTE MAURER

By ROBYN CUFFEY
This show season has been busy as
usual with two Standardbred shows as
well as open shows offering Standardbred
classes. The turnout for our annual SPHO
show grows each year with a good mix of
seasoned campaigners like Bucky T. and
Lin Mar Buddy mixed with newcomers
such as Harold's Express and She’s A
Striking. The day end awards were presented to Harold's Express (owned by
Carol Hill) in the two gait division, a tie
between First Dart ( Mickey Galameau)
and Kimberly Blaze (Robyn Cuffey) in
the three gait division and Meadowbranch
Adam (Jane Littlefield) for versatility.
Thank you to the sponsors that supported
our efforts this year. The Adopt—a—
Horse program put on their first Standardbred show in Palermo with an enthusiastic group of riders. With 16plus horses
this was a very encouraging turnout for a
first time event. Many of the horses compcted in a wide variety of classes but non
was as versatile as Jeanne Hanson's E.T.
Prompt. E.T. raced that Friday night at
Bangor, coming in fourth, and competed
in the horse show next day. Jeanne and
E.T. tried a little of everything including

halter, pleasure, games, trail and over
fences. Jeanne acquired E.T. as a pleasure
horse four years ago with the understanding that she could return him to the track
if she wanted to try. After a year of r&r as
a saddle horse, E.T. returned to the track
and has been racing ever since. Needless
to say they were presented the SPHO
versatility award for the show. High point
horse for the day went to Minto Nan,
owned by Brenda Cocchio.
C l 7 l jr . p.

TT
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Three Maine college students who are
involved in harness racing and preparing
for horse-related careers have been
awarded scholarships jointly sponsored
by the Harness Horse Youth Foundation,
the Christian Harness Horsemen’ s Asso
ciation, and the Ohio State University Ag
ricultural Technical Institute at Wooster.
Michael Binetts, of Westbrook, re
ceives a $500 Merit Award from the
Harness Horse Youth Foundation. Sean
Branagan, of Greene, will receive one of
two $500 Rambling Willie Memorial
Awards, named in honor of one of the
greatest harness horses of recent years
and funded by the Christian Harness
Horsemen’s Association. Both Binette and
Branagan are studying preveterinary medi
cine, Binette at the University of New
Hampshire and Branagan at the Univer
sity of Maine.
Geneen Bischoff, of Richmond, is a
student in the horse production and man
agement program at OSU ATI in Woos
ter, Ohio. She is awarded one of two Dr.
R. E. Mairs Memorial Scholarships, funds
for which are largely provided by the
Harness Horse Youth Foundation.
Applications for 1990 HHYF scholar
ships came from 57 students in all parts of
the US and Canada. Selection of the 15
winners was based on their academic
records and personal character, Involve
ment with harness horses, financial need,
and plans for a career in the equine indus
try. Total amount to be distributed this
year is $14,000.

-

Updltte

Practices have begun at the Hollis riding ring for our drill team s first pcrformance at the Jumping Festival at Attitash,
NH August 19. We will be getting maximum exposure performing iust prior to
the Cadillac Grand Prix Jumping Classic
(approx. l.OOpm). A new event for the
drill team will be performing at the
Comman Ground Fair in Windsor September 22. At the fair we will also be
having a Standardbred show and other
demos to show off our horses,
Hope you'll get out to see us at one of
these events.

Most of the winners have been work
ing with harness horses since they were
old enough to hold a lead rope. Michael
Binette, for instance, went to work for
Race Me Stables (proprietor: Judge Dana
W. Childs, of the Cumberland County
Probate Court) when he was 11 years old.
He has already done everything from
helping train young foals to grooming the
stable’ s racehorses.
Sean Branagan’s parents, Marilyn and
Bill Branagan, operate Cead Mile Failte
Farm, an outstanding harness horse
breeeding establishment in Greene. Sean
started training racehorses when he was
12 ; now he owns one horse and leases
another, both of which he plans to drive on
the Maine fair circuit this summer.
Geneen Bischoff, daughter of Gene
Bischoff of Bowdoinham and Ginger
Bischoff of Richmond, has also been
working with harness horses since she
was 12. Like the others, she started by
mucking out stalls, then graduated to
groom/paddock work, and is now jogging
and training horses. She already has a
name for her future stables— Gamble to
Win—and is starting to breed her own line
of trotters.
These three Maine young people ex
emplify one of the purposes of the Har
ness Horse Youth Foundation—to insure
the future of harness racing by helping
worthy young people to get the education
they need to become productive, contrib
uting members of the harness horse indus
try.

P e d ig r e e R e s e a r c h
A com plete, inform ative pedigree at $6.00 can actual
ly add dollars to the sale o f your yearlings o r bring m ore
mares to your stallion.
Put a pedigree in fron t o f you r sales foal and see how
many m ore people stop to look, rather than ju st walk by.
A four generation pedigree includes many facts, my
books go to 1900, and have done some pedigrees to the
late 1700's.

Call: Del Smart at 207-284-7384

Jeana Hanson with G.T. PROMPT.

j

NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIP

j

Mare Registration

Due Sept. 15

F ee $15

Requirements: Mare must be registered year of breeding to a registered N.E.S.C. stallion.
Mina Name

Suillon
Brad To

I
I
I

|
1

I

I

Otraer-Addrcas-Phoae
■ •

Make Checks Payable To:
N.E.S.C.:
c/o Robert Ferland:
Box 799:
Berwick, Me. 03901:

''

\ _____________
--------------------

i____________________________z z z z z :

8taa**
(State)
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Harness Expo, International Trot Sale and...

Expo attendees, Del Miller with Jackie Brown of Vermont and Jim CalTrey of Rhode
Paul Ducharme, Farm manager o f Tufts Vet facility in Grafton, Mass, chats with
Island
pause to exchange greetings.
_____
____
____
___
Jules Siegel of Fashion Farm, Penn.____

POWER BAY (Super Bowl - Le Chant) a broodmare was purchased at the Interna
Jan Johnson of Continental Farm with owners Ed Rudner and sons of Quincy, Mass,
tional Sale at the Meadowlands for $50,000 by Annette Roydon of Newfane, Vt.
and Gene Sweeney of Paxton, Mass, check potential purchases before bidding.

Dana Irving and grandson, Eric, look over the prospects at the International Sale at
the Meadowlands paddock.

New Englanders - Vic Ponziani, Russ Rancourt, Gary Sagris and Ron Ponziani enjoy
Trackside diving at the Meadowlands as Working Gal wins the Hambletonian Oaks in

Vance Boyd who bases at King Stables in Connecticut with assistant Ruth SuperbreExpo's Mary Frost sells Hambo T-shirts to New Englanders Joan Susi, Jackie Brown,
Alberta Emerson, Debbie and Chris Wood.
nant and Thelma Poitras of Mass, check horses in the sales tent.

Spectacular Hambletonian at The Meadowlands!
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Jim Doherty signs autographs for patronsduring the festivities in Paddock Park on The Meadlowlands winners circle with the trophy held aloft by driver John Campbell
as owners, trainers and Hambletonian Society members join the celebration.
Hambo Day.

The Musikins entertain both children and adults under the tent in the Park previous
to post time.

Shiaway St. Pat, first Meadowlands Hambo winner, greets spectators in Paddock
Park.

HARMONIOUS passes EMBASSY LOBELL on his way to winning the 65th
Hambletonian at the Meadowlands in 154.1 driven by John Campbell for Lindy Farms

Hambletonian eligibles are led from the barns to the on track paddock under the
grandstand.

Mm
'
■

Children line up in the Park Paddock for pony rides as a part of the pre-race festivities.

■ "SSM

The antique car parade was enjoyed by all. but this Ford truck stole the show
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Sidelines

By JEAN EMERSON

Winter Train At

WELCOME

LINDON FARM

Don and Linda Marean congratulate Freeman Parker on his 4,000th win at the
Maine Breeders and Owners Picnic and Meeting that was held at Lindon Farm in
Standish, Maine on July 30th. There were over 50 members in attendance, who enjoyed
presentations on Semen Transport by Vets Douglass Hutchins and David Jefferson.
Dick Seigars experienced bad luck recently at Scarborough Downs when the good
Stakes 3 year old pacing filly Ann Alden broke a bone. Chances are slim that she will
return this year.
Denise Herrick, recently appointed Race Secretary at the Northern Maine Fair,
opening this week, is the only woman classifying horses in New England at the present
time.
On Friday, August 3rd Europeans descended on the Meadowlands for the Interna
tional Trotting Sale. With 110 horses selling for an average of $34,223. the sale grossed
$3,453,400. The superb trotting filly, Cayster by Speedy Somolli, was the talk of the town
when bid up to $250,000. However, this was not enough as she was retained by Simon
and Kurzrok.
The trotting stallion Crowning Point (Speedy Crown - Ice Cream Social) who stands
at Killydonnell Farm in Lexington, Ky. has horsemen talking on the backstretch. With
his first crop of three year olds he was represented by fillies Spreadsheet 1:58.5 $152,297.
and Perfect Point 1:57.4 $238,219. in the Hambletonian Oaks Elims and by colts
Grundy's Rambo 2:01.4 $100,967. in the Hambo Elim, plus the final Hambo winner
Harmonious 1:54.1 $688,950. in 8 lifetime starts.
Philip Tarr, former town manager of Bridgton, Maine, has been appointed new
Harness Race Commission Executive Director to replace Tom Webster who recently
retired. Don Taylor of Washington Court House, Ohio has replaced the retiring Steve
Fields as State Steward.
There are a number of changes at Scarborough Downs, former General Manager Sal
DiMario has replaced Richard Herman as Presiding Judge and Jim Gunn replaces Ken
McNutt as starter.
The Meadowlands is anticipating its earliest opener ever - December 26th. The track
will be redone by Chuck Coon; including, banking the turns, improving drainage and
upgrading the hubrail.
The Yonkers International Trot on August 5th for $450,000. was won by the French
stallion, REVE D UDON with Canada's NO SEX PLEASE second and Denmark's
MEADOW ROLAND, who cut the mile, finishing third.

A Complete
Standardbred Facility
Located In
Sunny South Florida
•$750.00 per stall for the season, Oct. 1, 1990 - April 30,
1991
•Paddocks, Tack and Groom Rooms also available
Spend the entire season with us and we'll ship your horses
North for $250 per horse. Please write or call for further
information and details at:

CASTLETINY FARMS, INC.
RR #1, Box 305
Delray Beach, FL 33446
(407) 499-5196

OWNERS & BREEDERS
PLEASE NOTE!

The M aine Breeders Stakes Sales Catalogue is pres
ently closed . Pedigrees are being researched and Su p 
plem entary entries are being accepted .
To consign stock please call:
Audry Gerry Tel. 207-839-3035
Jean Childs Tel. 207-854-2494
Marilyn Branagan Tel. 207-946-5628
Bert Fernald Tel. 207-782-4927

GUESS W H O !

Trainer, Jerry Riordan, formerly of Limestone, Maine in the Meadowlands paddock
with EMBASSY LOBELL, who recently won the first heat of the Hambletons in 1:56.1
and returned to place in the final. Riordan got his start in the harness game with Ken
Hafford and Ray Ireland, continuing with Bill Vaughn at Palm Beach Trotting Center
Name the colt trainers in the picture and get a free subscription or renewal. (Last
then with Chuck Sylvester at Spring Garden Ranch for the past six years. Lou Guida month: "Soupy" MacDonneH, Best Man and Connie Jorae, Maid of Honor at the
has given Riordan the opportunity to train Embassy Lobell.
Ranger wedding. Winner - Bill Ellis, Springfield, Mass.)
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Ten Years A g o ....
H I G H L I G H T S O F T H E M .H .H .A .

O N T H E R A IL

»

PHIL PINES

P IC K A H O R SE , PU SH A B U T T O N
I can see it now: no more tout sheets, grounds of economy. The hardware (that’s
tipsters; or, playing your favorite numbers or computer talk for stuff like screens, keyboards,
names. No more hat pin methods to pick a printers, 'n such) is still costly and so is the
winner at the race track. It's all perfectly clear: software (another tech-word that includes
Everyone will be his or her own handicapper. programs and non-equipment stuff). It also
And it will all be done with buttons - buttons takes people a lot of time to put all the inforthat will lead directly to a computer at the mation into the computer. Computers are like
racetrack, or to a central computer somewhere bright students: they don't know a blessed
- a computer that has all the necessary infor- thing until someone starts feeding them knowlmation you'd ever need to compare a horse's edge. However, once it's all in, it's there to
performances, track conditions, breeding, etc. stay; information waiting your beckoned call.
This, of course, is much the same information All a computer operator has to do is to keep
you’d expect to find in your common, every- feeding additional and/or updated informaday, garden-variety racing program. But with tion into the critter which will store it away
race programs, as you know, after you've like a squirrel stores nuts for the winter: you
digested all that information, you still have to wonder where it all goes,
make a personal judgment.
A computer system can hold the names of
Not so with the computer. In an instant this all the Standardbreds that have ever been regtechnological wizard will have looked over istered by that breed name. Every bit of inforthe field, made its comparisons, and will have mation about each horse can be deposited in
made a judgment as to who has the best the system - breeding, past performances,
chances. You, the bettor, can accept this ad- money earned, owners - arranged in any form
vice, or go back to your own intuitions or hat aresearcher might need. Handy stuff for somepin.
one who is considering buying a certain horse
(In case you just arrived from outer space, and wants to accurately check its history,
the "hat pin method" of picking horses is
Race tracks can place information daily or
simply holding the program at arms length, nightly into a system and then relay it directly
closing your eyes, and jabbing a hat pin at the into a mainframe, where others can draw from
list of entries. Wherever it strikes, that's your it. This same computer can be used to drive a
pick. Of course, if you don’t have a hat pin, a typeseting device which could produce camlighted cigar will do.)
era-ready copy enabling the track to print its
Ideally, there should be a computer read- own race programs. It can also help set type
out screen at each clubhouse table or grand- and make entries and results camera-ready for
stand seat. With it, naturally would be a small newspaper publication,
keyboard-probably about the size of a pocket
Race secretaries can make daily use of
calculator-to provide the opportunity for you, computer capabilities, as well as security,
the bettor, to ask your questions.
accountancy, the trainers and drivers, farms,
It all sounds pretty wonderful, doesn't il. auction houses,
having a computer help you decide on which
Even horses.
horse to bet? And chances are the computer
An article published about five years ago
will fare quite well as an unemotional handi- suggested that miniature technology, the kind
capper. But it cannot and never will be able to that is found in computers, could provide
predict those things that can happen on a track radio transmitters that would be installed in a
during a race, those things that help originate horde's head number to flash each horse's time
the betor's lament: "That's what makes horse as it went by the quarter poles. Times would
racing!"
be given in thousandths of a second and a
Computers, with all their sophistication horse's exact position at these locations would
and expertise, may never be able to provide be determined by a computer - and not the
you a winner for every race. Nevertheless, eyeball-method traditionally furnished by
computers are entering the world of harness charters.
racing one toe at a time. And before you know
There doesn't seem to be any end to the
il. the sport - despite its traditionalistic atti- possibilities a computer system can offer the
tudes - will be in it with both feet, computer sport of harness racing, or any sport for that
waves lapping up around its ankles.
matter. It provides greater efficiency and
There are long lists of things computers are accuracy. Provides the bettor with more free
able to do for tracks, but relatively few are time, too - time that can be used to figure out
taking advantage of them, mostly on the how to beat the system.

During theearly 1950’s a few of Maine's
horsemen started what is known as the
M.H.H.A. This group was formed mainly
because the strong Maine Fair Associa
tion had been taking unfair advantage of
the unorganized horsemen. Howard San
born served as the first president of the
M.H.H.A. Low purses continued to plague
the horsemen and the Fair Association
continued to be uncooperative. Finally
under the leadership of Glen Taylor, who
had considerable experience in labor
management, the M.H.H.A. signed the
first contract between horsemen and
management in the history of Maine har
ness racing. The next president, Glen
Gilman, was also a strong and resourceful
leader. By now all tracks had come under
contracts and conditions had generally
improved for all horsemen. Under Mike
Labun's leadership there were consider
able gains. The local group joined the
Harness Horsemen's International, an
insurance plan was offered the horsemen,
and tracks were required to carry insur
ance in case of accidents.
In 1974, the M.H.H.A. aided in the
formation of the Maine Standardbred
Breeders Stakes program. This series
spanned thirteen weeks of racing and
distributed over $88,000 to Maine owned
two and three year old trotters and pacers.
The M.H.H.A. also became involved
in the creation of the New England Sires
Stakes program. Maine's own T.B.J. won
the first feature and finished the series as
second leading money winner.
In 1975, the 535 member horsemen's
group began to take a more active role in
the formation of policies affecting the
Standardbred industry. M.H.H.A. leaders

became deeply involved in the Special
Legislative Task Force created at the
annual commission meeting and chaired
by Ival Cianchette. The Task Force for
mulated L.D. 1486 in an effort to lower
the percentage of total handle retained by
the state. Meanwhile the M.H.H.A. com
missioned the Social Science Research
Institute of the University of Maine to
conduct an extensive economic profile of
the entire Standardbred industry in the
state. This report concluded that Maine
harness racing is a $54 million dollar
industry - in a very unhealthy condition
economically. During Dr. Joseph Kenneally's first term on the Maine Harness
Racing Commission all of the racingassociated groups in the state appeared
before the legislature requesting financial
assistance for the newly formed Breeders
Stakes program and the horsemen. This
was granted through an Exotic Betting
Formula which channeled specific mo
nies directly to these groups.
For the past few years, Sheridan Smith
has served as M.H.H.A. President, lead
ing the group in many worthwhile proj
ects. In May 1979, they circulated a
"Horsemen's Opinion Poll." The results
were published and areas of concern were
pinpointed. This year they will once again
sponsor the "Race for M/S" which was
conducted so successfully last year. The
M.H.H.A. is also sponsoring a Maine
Mall Publicity Project, on June 19,20,21,
to promote the racing industry.
In the future the M.H.H.A. will con
tinue to serve the Horsemen in the State of
Maine as a representative group serving
all members associated with Harness
Racine.

Joanne Connelley and Gloria Michaud at the new Gift Shop "Begin - Agins"

Begin - Agins Gift Shop
S u n rise T e rra ce M o te l - R t. 1

Calling All Horses!

“Ernie The

O g u n q u it, M a in e

B

Can Fill Your Shoeing Needs!
Trot to the phone and dial: 207-282-3131

Artist Originals
• Pottery
Collectibles
• Antiques
• Dry Flower Arrangements

Joanne Connelly and Gloria Michaud
Tel. 207-646-7414
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Pompano Harness Announces
Expanded Stakes Schedule
By JOE HARTMANN
POMPANO BEACH, FL — An with late developing two-year-old stock,
expanded schedule of late closing events, apair of freshman events have been added
with the resumption of two-year-old events to the fall racing schedule. The Coral
at the beginning of the fall racing calen- Springs Trot for two-year-old trotting
dal. highights a stakes package o f nonwinners of $15,000 and the
$5,748,000 for the upcoming harness Wavebreaker Pace for tvo-year old pacracing season atPompano Harness Track, ing nonwinners of $15,000 have been
As North America’ s premier winter added to the Palm Beach County Pace, for
training and harness racing center, Pom- three and four year old nonwinners of
pano Harness Track will open its 1990-91 $25,000 during the first month of
season on Saturday night, October 6. The Pompano’ s seven month racing campaign.
155-night season will feature all 12 Certi- All three fall late closing events will close
fied Vacations Breeders Crown events, of Sept. 15 and are based on earnings
worth more than $4 million, and the $1 through August 31,1990.
million Matron Stake Series for two and In addition to the fall events, Pompano
three-year-old trotters and pacers. The Harness will again offer three late closing
1990-91 racing season, which will feature series in its spring late closing package.
Sunday evening racing in the fall, will The $50,000 Ft. Lauderdale Pace (3-yearcontinue through April 27, 1991. Post old and up, nonwinners of $75,000 life),
time nightly at Pompano Harness will be the $35,000 Dade County Trot (3-yearat 7:30 p.m.
old and up, nonwinners of $75,000 life)
In addition to the Certified Vacations and the $40,000 Pompano Beach Pace (3Breeders Crown and the Matron Stake year-olds, nonwinners of $25,000 life)
Series, Pompano Harness will play host to will be featured in the months of Februfour Florida Breeders Stake events, worth ary, March and April with the Pompano
more than $200,000 and has scheduled Beach Pace being expanded to three legs
six late closing events to round out the and a final for the first time this season,
stakes program at the Florida Gold Coast All three spring events will close on Januracing facility.
ary 15. Interested horsemen should conDue to popular demand of horsemen tact Pompano Harness for more details.

TRUMP THIS, two year old pacing colt, driven by Patsy Rapone wins in the N.Y.S.S,
at Monticello for Gene and Dina Frost of Middleboro, Mass.

KENT WILLIAMS, new Pompano race secretary, explains the John Campbell
Racing Game to Jackie Brown and Alberta Emerson at Harness Expo.

New Race Secretary At Pompano
By JOE HARTMAN
POMPANO BEAC H Harold S. Duris,
Pompano Harness Track Executive Vice Presi
dent & General Manager has announced that
Kent Williams will serve as Racing Secretary
for the 1990-91 season at Pompano Harness
Track.
In making the announcement, Duris said
that Williams will work closely with
Pompano’ s Director of Racing, William
Connors, to formulate a stronger racing pro
gram for the 1990-91 season. Pompano Har
ness will continue to implement its Classified
Racing program for the upcoming racing
season.
“ I am very honored at being offered the
opportunity to serve at a facility like Pompano
Harness Track,” Williams said Monday. “ It is
an exciting situation for my family and myself
to be coming to Florida. The opportunity to
work at a facility like Pompano Harness with
its tradition of hosting the Breeders Crown is
a very thrilling position to be in.”
Williams, 37, has worked in various posi
tions throughout the racing industry serving
most recently as both Racing Secretary and
Marketing Manager for Ontario’ s Orangev
ille Raceway. In addition he has served as Di

rector of Racing at Ontario’ s Elmira Raceway
as well as having a strong background as a
race announcer and publicist. In addition,
Williams has worked in cable television and
has a long background in both the breeding
and training of both Thoroughbred and Stan
dardbred horses.
In addition to his race track duties, Wil
liams serves as President and General Man
ager of Matterin Enterprises and is respon
sible for the development of the “ John
Campbell’ s Classic Harness Racing,” board
game that has been hailed throughout the
industry as a unique recreation of the sport.
As North America’s premier winter Rain
ing and harness racing center, Pompano Har
ness Track will open its 1991 season on Satur
day night, October 6. The 155-night season
will feature all 12 Certified Vacations Breed
ers Crown events, worth more than $4 mil
lion, and the $1 million Matron Stake Series
for two and three-year-old trotters and pacers.
The 1990-91 racing season, which will fea
ture Sunday evening racing in the fall, will
continue through April 27, 1991. Post time
nightly at Pompano Harness will be at 7:30
p.m.

News From Vernon Downs

Monticello News
By JOHN MANZI
MONTICELLO - On Friday evenings
Monticello Raceway has been featuring
races for the best Fillies and mares on the
grounds. Now to abet the female theme
the raceway has come up with a continu
ing event for women drivers.
The Lady Drivers Series began on
Friday, July 13 and will continue on suc
cessive Friday nights throughout the
summer.
“We have devised a point system in
which the gal earning the most points in
the series will become Monticello
Raceway’s lady driving champion of
1990,” said racing secretary Larry Miller,
whose idea it was for this event
In the Lady Drivers Series not only are
the horses post positions drawn by lot but
so are their drivers.

“That’s the only fair thing to do ,”
Miller added. “This way the same gal
won’t necessarily get the best horse, or the
favorite, in the race. With this system of
drawing the drivers by lot everyone has an
equal chance.”
During the summer the girls will
compete in $2500 claiming paces and
each race will be the second half of the
daily double on Friday nights.
The gals competing in the inaugural
event included: Barbara Finch, Betsy
Phillips, Kim Pearce, Gail Coppersmith,
Melanie Space, Elaine Cerynik, Nancy
Corly and Louise Mancuso.
All gals have either a full or provi
sional license allowing them to compete
in betting races.

DEER VALLEY, shown approaching the finish wire at Vernon Downs with Jeff
Gregory driving, stopped the timer in 1:54 to post the fastest of the central New York
track's 38th season. Gary Bryant, a native of Kennebunk, Maine trains the 4-year-old
Sonsamgelding for U.C. Steele of Boca Raton, Fl. Bryant, who entered the program with
a very respectable .287 U.T.R.S. "batting average," also harnessed another winner
Stone Island, a 1:56 winner for owners Marianne and Harvey Gold of Marlborough, Ct.

HARN
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M ERGING OF PARI-MUTUEL POOLS,
A M AJO R NEW DEVELOPM ENT IN RA CIN G

AUGUST 19,1990
To be held at the

Marlborough Equestrian
Center, Inc.
located off Route 85
(behind the Registry of Motor Vehicles)
Marlborough, MA 01752
(508) 624-6501
(508) 481-4016

P o s t tim e 1 p .m .

All Standardbred owners are asked to help support our industry
and sport.
Horses will be classified by Race Secretary, Bob Chapin,
Telephone (508) 885-5014.
Massachusetts/USTA Stake Rules will be used (4 horse fields).
These will be charted lines that can be used for qualifying at
major tracks.
Prizes will be awarded to all who enter!
This is a chance to show the public that harness racing is alive
and well in Massachusetts!!!

Marlborough Equestrian Center, Inc.
Mailing Address: 781 Stevens Street
M arlborough, M A 01752

DIRECTIONS FROM 495: Take Marlborough/Route 20 exit. At first set of lights, take a right
to South Street. At next set of lights take a right to Maple Street (Route 85). Right after the Getty
gas station, bear off to the right then take an immediate left to Mill Street. Take a right, after the
chain-link fence (See MEC sign & you'll be directly across from the entrance to the Marlborough
Registry of Motor Vehicles). Watch for MEC signs along the way!

Race track operators and managers
have a new issue to occupy their attention
and their time: interstate merging of pools.
The revolutionary development pres
ently is being done between Arlington
Park in Illinois and tracks in Arkansas,
Alabama and Minnesota, and between
Golden Gate in California and Wyoming
Downs, Oaklawn Park in Hot Springs is
averaging some $250,000 a day in wager
ing on Arlington races and Canterbury
Downs in Minnesota is up $40,000 to
$60,000k a night on its live racing since
taking merged Arlington simulcasts. The
legal basis for merging of pools is the
Interstate Horseracing Act of 1978, and it
was the subject of considerable discus
sion and interest last week in Baltimore at
the highly successful three-day seminar
on pari-mutuel wagering sponsored by
American Totalisator company.

It seems clear that with the potential
growth of multi-state common pool bet
ting uniform rules, regulations and proce
dures are highly desirable, and in that
regard HTA is polling its member tracks
for their responses to a proposed model
statue on interstate common pool wager
ing. The Thoroughbred Racing Associa
tions also are exploring this area, which
includes suggestion changes in the rules
of racing which, TRA points out, "if uni
formly applied between prospective 'host'
and 'guest' states will greatly effectuate
the technical and operational ability to
merge whichever pool-types are desired
by the participants."
In another aspect of the problem, the
American Horse Racing Federation is
pursuing further clarification of the legal
status which, if successful, will obviate
the necessity for any amendments to ex
isting law.

THE LO O K S AND SOUNDS OF RACIN G
AND ITS COM PETITORS
The scene above is one interior view of
Pennsylvania's first track-operated off
trackbetting parlor, opened late last month
in New Castle by Ladbroke at The Mead
ows. It is seven miles as a betting crow
flies from New Castle to the Ohio line,
which changes the racing boundaries of
Ohio and Pennsylvania a bit. Those
changes, however, are only part of the
current evolution of racing.
In Ohio casino advocate Alan Spitzer
has finally succeeded in getting the issue
on a statewide ballol. and Ohionans will
vote Nov. 6 as to whether casino gam
bling can come to the Buckeye state. Legal
questions are being posed on theproposed
constitutional amendment, which is highly
specific as to location (Lorain) and clearly
circumvents the state legislature. Two
constitutional law experts in the state
recently thought it would hold up, even
though one of them said that the monop
oly it created was "an exception to the
normal ways things are done in govern
ment", and the other added that it was
"cleverly drafted to appeal to labor," and
could be amended to permit more than the
eight casions in now would ultimately
allow.
One HTA director recently got an in
side view of the pervasiveness of gam

bling competition — and the favorable
coverage it can generate —when he wan
dered off the beaten trail to South Dakota.
It is a state not usually associated with
legalized gambling in the public mind,
but it is a hotbed today. The state Com
mission on Gambling recently approved
an estimated 21 new gambling halls and
650 more slot machines and card tables
for Deadwood, and the Flandreau Santee
Sioux Indian tribe ended 18 months of
negotiations by signing a gambling com
pact with the state that will allow the tribe
to open a 180-game casino this fall. A
tribal spokesman said "We really are going
to run a first-class, sophisticated opera
tion with up-to-date equipment"
In neighboring Minnesota, the big news
is the state lottery. Started only two and
one-half months ago, it has sold an esti
mated $66 million worth of tickets. It may
be sheer coincidence, but Canterbury
Downs is nearly $400,000 overpaid on
purses to its horsemen during the current
meeting, and Ladbroke Racing, in an ef
fort to reduce that deficit without cutting
overnight purses, recently eliminated three
stakes races totaling $200,000. Ladbroke
still feels it will overpay between $400,000
and $600,000 at Canterbury by the end of
the meeting Oct. 8.

FOR SALE
Four-horse tagalong trailer. Rear entry with side doors
in addition. Rack on top for storing equipment. Has
been refinished - silver with black stripes. New floor
and tires.
Heavy duty horse walker. Six station. W orks well.

Call: 207-797-3675
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Jug Preview

Among the record 223 eligibles for the ing the $618,000 Governor’s Cup at Gar45th edition of the $500,000 Little Brown den State Park in New Jersey. His card
Jug pacing classic are the winterbook fa- shows four seconds and four thirds and a
vorite, Beach Towel, and In The Pocket, best mile time of 1:53.4.
last year’s richest juvenile colt with a
The 20th Jugetle, the $250,000 cornbankroll of $792,422.
panion filly pacing stake to the Jug, atThe Jug, thirdjewel in the 1990 Triple tracted a record 103 owners to make the
Crown of Pacing, is scheduled Thursday, final sustaining payment.
Sept. 20, at the Delaware County FairBruce’ s Lady, the top money-winning
grounds, whose track boasts the most freshmen filly pacer last year with
world records over a half-mile oval.
$628,925, is a Tyler B daughter owned by
The 48th annual Delaware Grand Cir- the WilshireRacing Stable of Lawrencevcuit meeting runs Sept. 16-20.
ille, NJ. and trained by Bruce Nickells.
Beach Towel, son ofFrench Chef, tops She won 10 of 21 starts with six seconds
this year’ s United States Trotting and four thirds. She took her mark of
Association’s Experimental Champion- 1:54.3 at Springvield, III. in the Review
ship ratings with a potential mile of 1:49.2 Stake final.
Fourteen of the top 20 rated sophomore
Mean And Green could return to Delapacers are Jug eligibles.
ware where she won the Walnut Hall Cup
Beach Towel, from the Ray Remmen last year in straight heats with her fastest
stable, is owned by the Uptown Stable of mile of 1:57.1. A Big Towner filly, she
New York City. The bay colt won 11 of 13 has multiple owners including 3 Brothers
starts with a second and set his lifetime Stable of Brooklyn. Linda Toscano is her
mark of 1:53.3 with an easy victory in the trainer.
Presidential Final at Roseeroft Raceway.
Enhancing this year’s Grand Circuit
In The Pockel. by Direct Scooter, is stand will be the fifth annual Ohio Breedtrained by Ken Seeber and owned by LPG ers Championships, with the eight stakes
Standardbred Inc., of New Jersey, and and four consolation events going for a
others. He won seven of 18 starts, includ- purse in excess of $500,000.

Profile: John Patterson, Jr.
The epitome of a Southern gentleman,
John Patterson, Jr., made his first driving
appearance in Maine last month at Scarboro in the Legislator Trot.
The 46-year old native of Dalton,
Georgia, is one of the top flight harness
drivers. A ranking member of racing’s
echelon, Patterson guided Kerry's Crown
to a second place finish in the 1990 renewal which equalled the world's record,
Speaking to the Northeast Harness
News in the feature race paddock, he
complimented Scarboro Downs saying,
"This is a nice place."
The son of John Patterson, Sr. who
drove the great colt Overtrick in the 1960's,
Junior is known throughout racingdom as
Sonny. He informs the Harness News that
his dad is still training and has been at The
Meadowlands following an earlier campaign at the Lexington meet The elder
Patterson still preps his stable during the
winter months in Georgia.
One of racing's most widely respected
catch-drivers, Sonny scored a big win in
1989 with Dorunrun Bluegrass in the
Slutsky Memorial at Monticello. The
Fortune Richie colt upset Sandman Hanover in the classic and under Patterson’s

By BOB LOWELL

hands earned more than half of his
$272,000. seasonal bankroll in that one
race.
Last season also saw the soft-spoken
Patterson win the Lady Maud at Yonkers
with the classy sophomore filly sensation
Uptown Swell,
A college grad, Patterson is one of
racing’s smartest and most articulate
members of the drivers corps. In recent
years, he has driven the likes of Caramore,
Division Street, Soky's Atom and Maine's
My Bill Forwood. In 1987, he won eleven
races with the standout trotter Whip It
Wood including a victory in the American
Trotting Classic.
A business major, Patterson's bottom
line totals are impressive. Through 1989,
he ranked 20th on the all-time list for total
purses with over $22.3 million and 66th in
wins with 2,682.
The smart money puts Patterson in the
sulky and they collect dividends. Patterson has had nine million-plus seasons,
His best year was 1985 with over $3
million finishing sixth nationally.
His exemplary manners and skill
command respect off and on the track, he
adds "class" to anv event.

JOHN PATTERSON JR. with KERRY'S CROWN who finished second in the
Legislator Trot at Scarborough Downs.

Out O f The Past
By ROBERT LIEBERMAN
It all began on May 20,1990 at Doyles
Baron Washington Street inJamaicaPlain,
Mass. Around noon time I was getting
ready to order my lunch and happened to
look up on the wall beside me to see the
front page of a newspaper in an enclosed
glass case. It was called the Boston Sunday Budget, and was dated Sept. 10,1882.
What caught my eye was an article located on the far left hand column of the
newspaper. It announced that on Sept. 14,
1882 a trotting race would take place at
Beacon Park, Boston, Mass, for a purse of
$ 10,000., with nine of the fastest trotters
in the world to contend. I was shocked to
see that the race was for $10,000. At first
I thought it was a misprint because I
couldn't believe that they raced for that
kind of money in those days. I became
very inquisitive and thought it would be
interesting to trace back this race and find
out the results of it and also something
about the park, so I started my search.
With all the leads that I had - "Mass,
Historical Society," "New England Sports
Museum","Allston & Brighton HistoricalSociety",justtonameafew,Iwasable
to get the facts that I needed.
Here is my story. Back in time about
1865 in what was then called Brighton,
Mass, and is still called that today, there
was a hotel built, by the name of the
"Riverside". This was to accomodate the
regular customers of the Riverside Trotting park, that was built in 1864 by the
town of Brighton. At the hotel, before and
after the races the customers would be
able to enjoy their favorite liquid refreshments. In 1869 the park was purchased by
John A. Sawyer for $39,000. and he renamed it Beacon Park. Mr. Sawyer was
described as "a large real estate owner"
who in 1879 served on the Boston Common Council.
In 1870 Beacon Park added some
necessary essentials to the park as described in the May 2, 1870 issue of the
Boston Evening Traveler which read as
follows: "The alterations at Beacon park,
at Brighton, are being rapidly pushed
forward. There are to be twenty five new
carriage stalls for gentlemen attendees,
where they can keep their teams under
lock and key. The Track House will be all
that will be wanted, and the Yard Stand
will seat about 2500 persons, the area
under the seats to be used fa- horses and
carriages. A new Judge’s Stand takes the
place of the old one. The course will be
styled the "Brookside" from the Judges
Stand to the river, and the "Roadside"
from the river along the Brighton Turnpike (Cambridge St.), and the "Home
stretch" from the end of the "Roadside" to
the stand." These improvements were said

to have cost Mr. Sawyer $50,000.
Mr. John A. Sawyer decided to sell
Beacon Park to Eben Jordan and Charles
Marsh of the firm of Jordan March for
$169,000 in 1872. These two gentlemen
held on to the property until the late 1880's
when they sold it to the Boston and Albany Railroad for an undisclosed sum.
In its heyday, the park could accomodate 10,000 spectators and was very popular with the residence of Boston. So popular was the park, that William F. Cody
otherwise known as Buffalo Bill would
bring his Wild West Show to the park and
that "on one occasion when on the way
down Lincoln Street to the Park driving
the buffalo, a big black dog ran into the
street and stampeded the buffalo. The
animals were all over North Brighton and
were rounded up by Cody's Indians on
horse back. "Not wanting to lose my train
of thought, let's get back to the race."
The race was a Free For All Trot Event
originated by David H. Blanchard of
Boston, Mass, a very active New England
Horseman who initiated the event back in
the spring of 1874. He announced this
event would be "The Great Stallion Race
for the Championship of the United States
and a Purse of $10,000. that would be held
on Sept. 15,1874. But before h is exciting
event could take place he was "beaten to
the gate" by Mr. CJ. Hamlin, a track
owner of Buffalo, New York. Who on
Aug. 5, 1874 programmed at $10,000.
trotting event with the winner being a
hcrse called Thomas Jefferson who won it
in four heats, beating a horse called
Smuggler. The event at Beacon Park the
following month, went to Smuggler, who
won it in three straight heats offsetting his
loss to Thomas Jefferson the month before at Buffalo, New York,
Well after skipping a few years we
finally come to Sept. 14,1882 and in the
Walter T. Chester’s Complete Trotting
and Pacing Records we find the winner
being Edwin Thome, chestnut gelding
winning the mile in three straight heats:
2:19,2:19,2:18 1/4; followed in order by
Clingstone, Helene, Santa Claus, Fanny
Witherspoon, Panama, and Humboldt. As
for the purse structure, the winner re
ceived 50%; the second horse 25%; the
third horse 15%; and the fourth horse
10%.
Making one final note, a horse in the
race called Santa Claus, a bay stallion,
would turn out to be the great grandsire of
Lou Dillon, 1:58 1/2; the first two minute
trotter. Well it's back to the future, the
1990's and now to finish lunch,
(With special thanks to Mr. William
Marchione and Mrs. Mary Ann Farrar.)
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EVENT #1
THE PALM BEACH COUNTY PACE
FOR 3 & 4 YEAR-OLD PACERS IN 1990
N/W OF $25,000 LIFETIME
AE: FILLIES & MARES N/W OF $40,000 LIFETIME
THROUGH AUGUST 31, 1990
R A C IN G D A T E S

PURSE
$5,000 Guaranteed

Saturday, O ctober 6, 1990
Saturday, O ctober 13, 1990

$5,000 Guaranteed
$10,000 Added Final

Saturday, O ctober 20, 1990

EVENT #2
THE CORAL SPRINGS TROT
FOR 2 YEAR-OLD TROTTERS IN 1990
N/W OF $15,000 LIFETIME
AE: FILLIES N/W OF $25,000 LIFETIME
THROUGH AUGUST 31, 1990
R A C IN G D A T E S

PURSE

Friday, O ctober 12, 1990

$5,000 Guaranteed
$5,000 Guaranteed

Friday, O ctober 19, 1990
Friday, O ctober 26, 1990

$10,000 Added Final

EVENT # 3
THE WAVEBREAKER PACE
FOR 2 YEAR-OLD PACERS IN 1990
N/W OF $15,000 LIFETIME
AE: FILLIES N/W OF $25,000 LIFETIME
THROUGH AUGUST 31, 1990

,

PURSE

R A C IN G D A TE S
Sunday, O ctober 14 1990

$5,000 Guaranteed

Sunday, O ctober 21, 1990

$5,000 Guaranteed
$10,000 Added Final

Sunday\ O ctober 28, 1990

NOMINATION FEES FOR ALL EVENTS
-$200 ~ CLOSE AND DUE SEPTEMBER 15, 1990'

...........................................NOMINATION BLANK— ...................................
NAME OF HORSE

COLOR & SEX

MAIL TO: RACE SECRETARY, POMPANO PARK
1800 S.W. 3rd Street, Pompano Beacti, Florida 33069
Make Checks Payable To:
Pompano Park Associates Limited Partnership

AGE

DAM

SIRE

Owner or Trainer
Address
Telephone

For Exciting Harness Racing Action ...

SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
Presents
The $60,000 President's Pace
Sunday, September 2,1990.

Join The Crowd and Make It A Memorable Labor Day Weekend!

KELLY QUE and driver Kelly Case in the Scarborough winners circle with the Cass family.

Kelly Que Horse To Beat For Fillies And Mare Championship
Kelly Que (Mountain Skipper—
Sneakin’ Sally) has emerged as the horse
to beat with seven weeks until the$10,000
Fillies-and-Mares Maine State Champi
onship, scheduled for Saturday evening,
September 22 at the Downs. Through the
first five months of the meet, Kelly Que
has amassed $6727 in Open earnings,
easily outdistancing her nearest rival.
The Cass Farms entry has done all this
inworkmanlike fashion, steadily progress
ing from meadium-level conditioned
events to Open Group two, then one, and,
most recently, to mixed company in the
regular Open Group 3. Her most impres
sive victory came on Sunday, July 15,
when she drew the rail in the Mares Open.
Leaving from the one hole, she drew out
early past the quarter in 28.1 and the half
in 57.3, the fastest half-mile ever paced by
a mare in the state. By three-quarters in
1:27.1, she had put the field away, and she
finished the mile in 1:58 flat, shattering
Burst Of Colors’ state pacing mark for
distaffers (1:58.2). The next week, she
dispelled doubts about her ability to over
come unfavorable posts by beating a field
that included Saweni Prince A. and Stynix

easily although she drew the seven hole;
she ended July with three consecutive
sub-2:00 victories. Indeed, the chief chal
lenge now for trainer Dominic Watson
appears to be to keep his mare sharp for
the next seven weeks.
Should Kelly Que falter, however, any
of a dozen mares stand ready to capture
the winners’ share of the $10,000 purse.
Second and third place in the standings go
respectively to Greenhaven (Elmer Bal
lard trainer) and Bloodstock’ s Wind
(Shirley Mansfield), two mares who were
extremely sharp earlier in the meet, espe
cially in March and April, but since have
flattened out noticeably. Though both
appear to have locked up a spot in the final
(each has compiled in excess of $4000 in
Open events), for either to contend she
would need a form reversal. A more po
tentchallenger appears to be Leigh Fitch’ s
BJ. ’s Daisy Mae, the top Downs distaffer
in June, when she equaled the track record
for aged pacing mares (1:59.1). A highpriced claim at Pompano, her specialty is
racing on the lead, and in the wily Fitch’s
hands she would have an outside chance
of beating even a sharp Kelly Que from a

favorable post position. Just behind BJ .’ s
Daisy Mae in the standings is Fitch’ s
other Open mare, L. A. Mistress, who has
earned $2703 in Downs Open events after
being claimed at Pompano. Champion
ship rules state, however, that a trainer can
enter only one horse in the Champion
ship, so Fitch will have to make a choice
between his two mares.
Behind the Fitch mares are a number of
later starters or horses who began the year
in lower conditioned races and have
worked their way up into Open competi
tion. The most prominent among these
entries is Barbara Johnson’s WhataRoyce
(Royce—WhataHill). Beginning the year
in medium conditioned events, Whata
Royce, with her powerful late move, most
recently captured an Open Group One
mares pace in a snappy 2:00.2, a lifetime
best Driven by Dave Ingraham, Whata
Royce has earned $3630 in just eight
Open starts, placing her fifth in the overall
standings. Accompanying Whata Royce
on her march to the Opens has been Race
MeTara(G.G. Skipper—Pay As You Go)
outof theJim Hardy Stable. Race Me Tara
ranks among the winningest distaffers in

the state this year with seven triumphs,
though only two of those came against
Open challengers. Race Me Tara pres
ently is hovering on the fringes of Cham
pionship eligibles with $2256 earned in
the Open ranks. The final member of this
category is Roland Mallar’s Dorothy Lane
(Fortune Teller—Racy Regent), the fast
est of these three mares courtesy of a
1:59.3 score on July-21. Since then she
has strugled slightly and perhaps lost form
some, but she nonetheless has compiled
$2585 in Open ranks and with her proven
speed could pose a challenge to Kelly Que
should conditions prove favorable.
A number of other mares arejockeying
for a spot in the finals. These include
Craig Lemieux’s two distaffers, Hot Lips
Collins and Philena P., who, although
both a little off form right now, stand in
the top twelve with HotLips collins ranked
eighth. Also positioned close in the stand
ings are Beatrix ($2252), Katie Bar The
Dorr ($1359), Limo Linda ($1990),
Honey’s Best ($1453), Happyheart Ha
nover ($1670), and Royal Ironstone
($1991).

By K.C. JOHNSON

